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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a prototype wavelet and probabilistic based 

neural network classifier for recognizing rotor bar defects is 

implemented and tested under various transient signals. The 

wavelet transform (WT) technique is integrated with the 

neural network model to extract rotor fault features. Firstly, 

the multiresolution analysis technique of WT and the particle 

swarm optimization (PSO) theorem are employed to extract 

the features of the distorted signal. Then, the probabilistic 

neural network (PNN) classifies these extracted features to 

identify the rotor defects type. The proposed approach can 

reduce a great quantity of the distorted signal features without 

losing its original property. Moreover, less memory space and 

computing time are required. Various experimental cases 

tested results show that the hybrid classifier can detect and 

classify broken rotor bar faults efficiently. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Induction machines have playing an essential role in 

manufacturing plants. Although induction motors are 

designed to be robust and rigidly, motor failures are expect to 

happen sooner or later due to their harsh work conditions. 

These failures may yield unexpected interruption during 

industrial processing and cause serious consequences in costs, 

product quality, and safety issues. 

On-line monitoring and early detection of abnormalities in the 

motors will help avoid unexpected failures and reduce 

downtime frequency. Motivated by this industrial demand, 

several diagnosis approaches for the identification and 

discrimination of the enumerated faults have been proposed. 

Nandi and Toliyat studied temperature measurements, 

infrared recognition, radio frequency emissions, noise 

monitoring or chemical analysis [1]. Kliman, et al. monitored 

the motor axial flux by using search coils to detection broken 

rotor bars [2]. Cameron and Thomson proposed to use 

vibration and current monitoring for detecting airgap 

eccentricity in large induction motors [3]. Schoen, et al. 

introduced an unsupervised, on-line system for induction 

motor fault detection using motor stator current spectrum 

signature analysis [4]. Cruz, et al. and Nejjari, et al. presented 

park’s vector current approach to monitor and diagnosis of 

induction motors separately [5] [6]. Salles, et al. proposed 

artificial intelligence based techniques to monitor induction 

motor load [7] 

Among different detection approaches proposed in the 

literature, those based on stator current monitoring are 

advantageous due to its non-invasive characteristic. From all 

these approaches proposed in the publications, artificial 

intelligence based approach have been in the central research 

field in recent years. 

Neural networks have become a popular approach in 

induction machine faults diagnosis due to their fault tolerance 

and their capability for self-organization. Among these 

artificial networks, the multilayer perception (MLP), and the 

back-propagation (BP) training algorithm are probably the 

most frequently used neural networks in practical applications 

[8]. However, both these two networks have some inherent 

defects, such as low learning speed, easy trapped in local 

minima, and difficult to choose proper parameters of network.  

To overcome these drawbacks, a hybrid approach that 

integrates wavelet with neural network and employed a novel 

training algorithm is proposed in this paper. The wavelet 

neural network (WNN) has proved its ability as a novel 

universal approach for functional approximation, which 

shows surprising effectiveness in solving the conventional 

problem of poor convergence as well as increase convergence 

speed [9] [10] [11] [12].  

This paper proposes an on-line current monitoring system to 

perform the diagnosis task in a supervisory system. In section 

2, the architectures of wavelet neural networks and the 

training algorithm are introduced. Overview of probabilistic 

neural network (PNN) is described in section 3. In section 4, 

experimental test-rig design is demonstrated. In section 5, 

design of hybrid WNN and PNN are simulated and applied to 

intelligent fault diagnosis. Finally, conclusions are presented 

in section 6. 

2. WAVELET NEURAL NETWORK 

(WNN) 
The wavelet neural network (WNN) employed in this research 

is designed as a three-layer structure with an input layer, 

wavelet layer (hidden layer) and output layer. Figure 1 

illustrated the topological configuration of the WNN, where 

wjk denotes the weights connecting the input layer and the 

hidden layer, uij denotes the weights connecting the hidden 

layer and the output layer. In this WNN models, the hidden 

neurons have wavelet activation functions of different 

resolutions, the output neurons have sigmoid activation 

functions. A similar architecture can be used for general-

purpose function approximation and system identification. 

The activation functions of the wavelet nodes in the wavelet 

layer are derived from a mother wavelet
 x

, suppose 

   2x L R 
, which represents the collection of all 

measurable functions in the real space, satisfies the 

admissibility condition [13] 
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Where  
indicates the Fourier transform of 

 x
. The 

output of the wavelet neural network Y is represented by the 

following equation: 
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, iy
denotes the jth component 

of the output vector; kx
denotes the kth component of the 

input vector; iju
denotes the connection weight between the 

output unit i and the hidden unit j; wjk denotes the weight 

between the hidden unit j and input unit k; aj, bj denote 

dilation coefficient and translation coefficient of wavelons in 

hidden layer respectively; L,M,N denote the sum of input, 

hidden and output nodes respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. The WNN topology Structure 

The network is trained with a hybrid algorithm integrating 

particle swarm optimization (PSO) with gradient descent 

algorithm in batch way [14]. As a result, the network model in 

this paper is constructed by using PSO as training algorithm 

and Morlet mother wavelet basic function as node activation 

function [14]. 

2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) 
Particle swarm optimization approach (PSO) first introduced 

by Kennedy and Eberhart is one of the modern heuristic 

algorithms and has been adapted in various engineering 

applications. PSO is an evolutionary computation technique 

motivated by the simulation of social behaviour and has 

attracting attentions in both research field and industrial 

applications due to its evolutionary algorithms (EAs) [15] [16] 

[17]. It is characterized as a simple heuristic of well balanced 

mechanism with flexibility stochastic search technique to 

enhance and adapt to both global and local exploration 

abilities [17]. 

PSO conducts searches using a population of particles which 

correspond to individuals in evolutionary algorithm. The PSO 

system initially randomly generates a population of solutions. 

Each potential solution represented by a particle and has a 

position represented by a position vector xid. A swarm of 

particles moves through the problem space in a random 

velocity. Each particle keeps tracking its own best position, 

which is associated with the best fitness it has achieved so far, 

named pbest. Furthermore, a number of pbest for the 

respective particles achieved so far and the greatest fitness 

particle is called the global best (gbest) of the swarm. In 

addition to this global version, another version of PSO keeps 

track of the best position among all the topological neighbours 

of a particle. 

During the iteration procedure, the velocity of particle i is 

updated according to the following equation [14]: 

    1

1 1 2 2

k k k k

id id id id gd idv wv c p x c p x         
 (3) 

Where, k is the current iteration number. The velocity of the 

rate of the position change for particle i is represented as Vi= 

(vi1, vi2, . . . , viD), 

k

iv
is the current velocity of particle i at 

iteration k, 

1k

iv 

is the modified velocity of particle i at 

iteration k+1.The ith particle is treated as a point in a D-

dimensional space and represented as Xi= (xi1, xi2, . . . , xiD),
k

ix

is the current position of particle i at iteration k. The best 

previous position of the ith particle (pbesti) that gives the best 

fitness value is represented as Pi= (pi1, pi2, . . . , piD), pidis the 

pbest ofparticle i. The best particle among all the particles in 

the population is represented by Pg= (pg1, pg2, . . . , pgD), pgdis 

the gbest of the group.   and w are the weight function for 

velocity of particle i, c1 and c2 are the weight coefficientsfor 

each term, ϕ1 and ϕ2 are uniformly distributed random 

number between 0 and 1 

Using the above equation, a certain velocity that gradually 

gets close to pbest and gbest can be calculated. The current 

position (searching point in the solution space) can be 

modified by the following equation [14]: 

1 1k k k

id id idx x v  
 (4) 

Velocities of particles on each dimension are clamped by a 

maximum velocity Vmax. If the sum of accelerations would 

cause the velocity on that dimension to exceed Vmax, which is 

a parameter specified by the user, then the velocity on that 

dimension is limited to Vmax. Vmax influences PSO 

performance sensitively. A larger Vmax facilitates global 

exploration, while a smaller Vmax encourages local 

exploitation [18]. 

The constants c1 and c2 represent the weighting of the 

stochastic acceleration terms that pull each particle toward 

pbest and gbest positions. Low values allow particles to roam 

far from target regions before being tugged back. On the other 

hand, high values result in abrupt movement toward, or past, 

the target regions. Hence, the acceleration constants c1 and c2 

were often set to be 2 according to past experience. 

The inertia weight w is introduced in to improve PSO 

performance. The model using (5) is called “inertia weights 

approach (IWA)” Suitable selection of inertia weight w 

provides a balance between global and local exploration and 

exploitation, and on average results in less iterations required 

to find a sufficiently optimal solution. As originally 

developed, the inertia weight w is set according to the 

following equation [14]: 
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where wmax is the initial weight, wmin is the final weight, 

itermax maximum iteration number. 

3. PROBABILISTIC NEURAL 

NETWORK (PNN) 
The probabilistic neural network (PNN) was first introduced 

by Specht in 1990 and is a form of neural network designed 

for classification [19]. A PNN is implemented by using the 

probabilistic models, such as Bayesian classifiers and has 

distinct features from those of other network in the learning 

processes. A PNN is guaranteed to converge to a Bayesian 

classifier provided enough training data because it has no 

required to learning processes, initial weights of the network 

and no relationship between learning processes and recalling 

processes. 

The learning speed of the PNN model is very fast, making it 

suitable for fault diagnosis and signal classification problems 

in real time. PNN can be implemented as a neural network, 

which is shown in Figure 2 [20]. The network architecture of 

a PNN is determined by the number of compounds and 

descriptors in the training set. There are 4 layers in a PNN. 

The input layer provides input values to all neurons in the 

pattern layer and has as many neurons as the number of 

descriptors in the training set. The number of pattern neurons 

is determined by the total number of compounds in the 

training set. Each pattern neuron computes a distance measure 

between the input compound and the training compound 

represented by that neuron and then subjects the distance 

measure to the Parzen’s nonparameteric estimator. The 

summation layer has a neuron for each data class and the 

neurons sum all the pattern neurons’ output corresponding to 

members of that summation neuron’s data class to obtain the 

estimated probability density function for that data class. The 

single neuron in the output layer then determines the final data 

class of the input compound by comparing all the probability 

density functions from the summation neurons and choosing 

the data class with the highest value for the probability density 

function. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Architecture of a PNN 

In the signal classification application, the training examples 

are classified according to their distribution values of 

probabilistic density function (PDF), which is the basis 

principle of the PNN. A simple PDF is defined as follows 

[19]: 

  2
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A form of neural network designed for classification through 

the use of the Bayes’ optimal decision rule: 

   i i i j j jhc f x h c f x
 (7) 

where hi and hj are the prior probabilities, ci and cj are the 

costs of misclassification and fi(x) and fj(x) are the probability 

density function for data class i and j respectively. A given 

compound with vector x is classified into data class i if the 

product of all the three terms is greater for data class i than for 

any other data class j not equal to i. In most applications, the 

prior probabilities and costs of misclassifications are treated 

as being equal. The probability density function for each data 

class for a univariate case can be estimated by the Parzen’s 

nonparametric estimator [21]: 

 
1

1 n
i

i

x x
g x W

n 
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where n is the sample size, sigma is a scaling parameter which 

defines the width of the bell curve that surrounds each 

compound, W(d) is a weight function which has its largest 

value at d=0 and (x-xi) is the distance between a given 

compound and a compound in the training set. The Parzen’s 

nonparametric estimator is expanded by Cacoullos for the 

multivariate case [22].  
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The Gaussian function is frequently used as the weight 

function because it is well behaved, easily calculated and 

satisfies the conditions required by Parzen’s estimator. Thus 

the probability density function for the multivariate case 

becomes 

2

,

1 1

1
( ) exp
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i j j

x x
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 (10) 

To simplify the equation, a single sigma that is common to all 

the descriptors (single-sigma model) can be used instead of an 

individual sigma for each descriptor (multi-sigma model). 

Single-sigma models could be computed faster and can 

produce reasonable models when all the descriptors are of 

approximately equal importance. However, multi-sigma 

models are more general than single-sigma model and are 

useful when descriptors are of different nature and importance 

[20]. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL TEST-RIG DESIGN 
In order to test and verify the performance of the condition 

classification system, a whole experimental set based on the 

proposedsystem were configured. The experiment was carried 

out under the self-designed test rig which is composed of 

three phase induction machines, current transducer, A/D 

converter, and computer as shown in Figure 3. 

The specifications of the 3 phase induction machines used in 

this experiment are listed in Table 1. Among these tests, one 

isnormal (healthy), which was set as a benchmark 

conditioncompared with other faulty motors with one, two 

and three broken rotor bars. A current Hall Effect sensor was 
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placed in one of the line current cables. The stator current was 

sampled with a 1 kHz rate and interfaced to a PC by an ADC-

11 acquisition board. 

Table 1. Specifications of an Induction Machine 

Specification Value 

Rated Power 3.7 kW 

Horse Power 5 HP 

Input Voltages 220/380 V 

Input Currents 13.8/8.0 A 

Pole pairs 2  

Frequency 50 Hz 

Speed 3000 rpm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3. View of the experimental setup and broken rotor 

bars 

5. FEATURE EXTRACTION AND 

FAULT CLASSIFICATION 
Different fault feature extraction techniques have been 

proposed in the literature, of which stator current based 

approach is the most employed non-invasive method for 

monitoring of motor faults, especially broken rotor bars. Other 

techniques such as speed, torque, vibration, acoustic and air 

gap flux need additional transducers and extra equipments to 

be fitted with the motor for measuring which may interrupt 

the operation. Moreover, extra problem arises as the sensor 

sensitivity changes due to environmental effect which makes 

the measurement unreliable.  

A series of experiments have been conducted to verify the 

validity and effectiveness of the fault detection scheme 

proposed in this paper. The stator current signals are 

employed to detect broken bar faults and to classify the 

conditions since the signals describe the dynamic 

characteristics of the induction motor. 

5.1 Stator Currents Features Analysis and 

Extraction 
Stator current signature is a cost effective alternative 

monitoring technique because of its easy availability. Flourier 

transform is the most used approach to analyse stator current 

at steady state based on detection of the side band harmonics 

close to supply frequency, or its other harmonics according to 

 1 2s f
, where, f is the supply frequency and s is the 

slip, k= 1, 2, 3,… 

This phenomenon is related to amplitude modulation (AM) of 

stator current induced by rotor structure modification due to 

broken rotor bars as stated in [23]. However, the presence of 

stator current AM cannot be detected without accurate time or 

frequency analysis. Tradition Flourier transform method of 

analysis of the steady state current involves some important 

drawbacks when encounter transient signal. In order to 

analysis transient signal, wavelet transform is employed 

because of it has a very appealing feature of uniform 

resolution at each scale. 

In this paper, only main stator current frequency band is 

considered according to 
 1 2s f

broken bars detection 

criteria. Db 10 wavelet transform is used to filter out the rest 

these unexpected signals.  

Figure 4(a). illustrates motor stator current performances for 

healthy case under different load level, (b). shows the 

boundary appearance corresponds to Figure 4(a). Stator 

current amplitudes increasing are clear noticed as 0, 40%, 

80% and 100% load level shown from top to bottom 

respectively. Figure 5. presents stator currents performances 

for two broken bars under same operation conditions as 

Figure 4. Figure 6. presents stator currents for 0, 1, 2 and 3 

broken bars under 60% load level. There are no obvious stator 

current amplitudes changes under same load level comparing 

Figure 4. and Figure 5. However, there are riffles exist in the 

broken bars stator currents due to speed fluctuations. These 

broken bars caused riffles are not obvious at low load level 

and small broken bars number. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a. Stator currents 

 
b. Stator current boundary appearance 

Fig.4. Stator currents for healthy motor under 0, 40%, 

80% and 100% load. 
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Motor load level changes and rotor fault severity have a direct 

impact to stator current amplitude as shown in Figure 4, 

Figure 5 and Figure 6. They hardly affect the current 

waveform period. In contrast to that, rotor broken bars faults 

have an obvious influence to stator current period and the 

amplitude effect can be ignored as it too small.  

For the purpose of quantities analysis, mean, absolute mean, 

standard deviation, mean absolute deviation, median and 

median absolute deviation are used as feature to represent 

broken rotor bar faults. Table 2 lists statistics values of stator 

current which can represent features of broken bar faults 

signals as shown in Figure 4, Figure5 and Figure6.  

5.2 WNN Based Feature Extraction 
Wavelet transform has been demonstrated as an effective 

approach in feature extraction in Table 2. However, for on-

line broken rotor bars detection and diagnosis schemes, this 

method takes a considerable time in calculation, leading to 

delay whole diagnosis process. An accurate and on-line 

feature extraction approach is desired in industrial. WNN is 

introduced as a reliable solution method merging wavelet and 

neural net work together.  

As shown in Figure 2, sampled stator current signal treated as 

input. These signals through wavelet layer and output layer to 

achieve expected targets. Figure 7(a) shows the output errors 

under BP training algorithm and proposed PSO algorithm. BP 

based network training algorithm has bigger error outputs 

comparing with PSO approach. Figure 7(b) illustrates the PSO 

based WNN training performance. The target mean squared 

error goal was reached after 398 epochs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
a. Stator current 

 
b. Stator current boundary appearance 

Fig 5. Stator currents for two broken bars motor 

under 0, 40%, 80% and 100% load. 

 

 
a. Stator current 

 
b. Stator current boundary appearance 

Fig6. Stator currents for no, one, two, three broken 

bars under 60% load. 

 

 

 

 
a. Output error of BP and PSO 

 
b. Wnn Training result. 

Fig 7. WNN Train performance 
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Table 2. Statistics values of stator current under 60% 

load. 

Table 3. Test results of PNN 

Number of training 

examples 

30 

Number of testing 

examples 

20 

Training time(sec.) 15 

Testing time (sec) 8 

Accuracy rate 85% 

 

 

Table 4. Represent of output 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Fault Classification 
To verify the feasibility of the proposed approach, PNN was 

used to classify the broken rotor bar faults. Six features 

generated from transient current signal were used to represent 

these faults.  

First 30 samples were employed to train the PNN model as 

shown in Figure 8. Then 20 samples were used to test the 

proposed approach shown in Figure 9. The experimental 

results are shown in Table 3.  

Figure 8  shows after 30 samples training, 3 samples out of 30 

were misclassified. Red line represent target classification, 

blue line represents PNN classified results. Table 4 shows the 

represent conditions of PNN output. 

6. CONCLUSION 
This paper discussed a prototype of wavelet and probabilistic 

based neural network classifier for recognizing rotor bar 

defects under various transient signals.The proposed approach 

can reduce the quantity of extracted features of transient 

signals without losing its property. Moreover, this approach 

can also reduce the feature calculate time as well as memory 

space without jeopardising it diagnosis accuracy. 

Experimental results demonstrated that the proposed method 

has the ability of recognizing and classifying different broken 

bar type fault efficiently. 
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